
ACCIDENT PREVENTION
Students are continuously exposed to the various elements 

of accident prevention including:

•  Safety Rules

•  Safety Meetings

•  Housekeeping

•  Near miss and accident review discussions

•  Proper care, use, and storage of tools and equipment

•  Tool and equipment inspections

ACADEMIC TRAINING
Students spend approximately 180 hours learning 

various subjects at the introductory level including:

•  Rigging

•  Electrical Systems

•  Basic Electricity

•  Basic Metering

•  Substations

•  Transformers

CERTIFICATIONS AND

SUPPLEMENTAL COURSES
•  CPR/First Aid

•  NSC Flagging Certification

•  Climbing

•  Bucket Truck Rescue

•  Class A CDL

•  Pole Top Rescue

•  ET&D 10 Hour OSHA Training

•  CIA/CIC Crane Certification*

•  Digger Derrick Qualification

FIELD TRAINING
Students spend approximately 320 hours in the field 

performing various introductory training activities. To 

successfully complete the program, each student must 

demonstrate that they can perform over 85 competencies. 

These include:

•  Tool and Equipment Operation

•  Climbing

•  Personal Performance

•  Simulated Emergency Storm Restoration/Night Class

•  Rigging

•  Underground Distribution

•  T & D Construction, Maintenance, and Operation

An example of a competency in the area of climbing is that a 

student must ascend to the top of a 35’ pole then install and 

remove a single 8’ wooden cross arm in 4 minutes or less. *Elective Courses
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Southeast Lineman Training Center (SLTC) is the premier school for apprentice lineworker training, consistently 

producing an elite group of highly-trained and certified graduates. We accomplish this through a training style and 

philosophy that is unlike any other program offered in the country.

The SLTC training summary is meant to reflect the knowledge gained, skills learned, and overall ability of our students. We 

stand by each one of our graduates knowing that they have been given the training necessary to work safely and 

effectively on any line crew. All Southeast Lineman Training Center graduates are strong candidates and if you have any 

questions please don’t hesitate to call us directly or contact their instructor.


